BLISS events

Wed Jun 4, 2014

All day Move In

Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Thu Jun 5, 2014

All day Move In

Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Fri Jun 6, 2014

All day Move In

Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Sat Jun 7, 2014

All day Move In

Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Sun Jun 8, 2014

All day Move In

Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Mon Jun 9, 2014

All day Research Start Date

Mon Jun 9, 2014 - Tue Jun 10, 2014
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

12pm - 1:30pm *BLISS & SHARP welcome lunch

Where: Plimpton Rm, Barker Center (133)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Tue Jun 10, 2014

6pm - 8pm *BLISS Dinner & Orientation

Where: Dudley House private dining room
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu
BLISS events

Thu Jun 12, 2014

7pm - 8:30pm PRISE Distinguished Speaker - Noam Elkies

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/prise?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5iZHVfMG05MGFkc29

Where: Dudley House Dining Room
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Tue Jun 17, 2014

7:45pm - 9pm *BLISS Responsible Conduct in Research (required for all P/B/P/S students)

Where: Science Center C
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Thu Jun 19, 2014

12pm - 1:30pm *BLISS & SHARP Lunch & Distinguished Speaker (Jill Lepore)

Where: Plimpton Rm, Barker/Mahindra Center (12 Quincy St)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Tue Jun 24, 2014

6pm - 8pm *BLISS Dinner & Distinguished Speaker (Julia Minson)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/bliss-dinner?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5iZHVfMG05MGo5MC

Where: Dudley House Private Dining Room
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Wed Jun 25, 2014

2:30pm - 7:30pm GSAS Fair & BBQ

Where: Jefferson Lab Bldg & Memorial Hall
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Thu Jun 26, 2014

12pm - 2pm *BLISS Giza Pyramid tour

Where: Vizualization Center, Geological Museum
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Mon Jun 30, 2014

6:30pm - 8pm iLab Dinner

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/ilab-dinner?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5iZHVfMG05MG

Where: HBS, Batten Hall
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu
BLISS events

Wed Jul 2, 2014

6pm - 8pm  *BLISS/PRIMO Dinner & Distinguished Speaker (Uma Karmarkar)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/bliss-primo?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5iZHVfMGo5MG

Where: HBS
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Tue Jul 8, 2014

6pm - 9pm  *BLISS Dinner & Distinguished Speaker (Lisa Genova)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Mon Jul 14, 2014

10:30am - 1pm  *BLISS - DSL Tour & Distinguished Speakers (incl Dustin Tingley)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/bliss-hold-for?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5iZHVfMGo5MG

Where: Decision Science Lab, 124 Mt Auburn St
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Tue Jul 15, 2014

6pm - 8pm  *BLISS & PRIMO Dinner & Distinguished Speaker (Mike Norton)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/bliss-dinner?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5iZHVfMGo5MC

Where: Williams Room, Spangler Center, HBS
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Mon Jul 21, 2014

6pm - 8pm  *BLISS Dinner & Distinguished Speaker (Jonathan Zittrain)
Where: NEW! Dudley House Fireside Room (next door to private dining room)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Tue Jul 22, 2014

7pm - 8:30pm  PRISE Distinguished Speaker - Scott Kominers
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/prise?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5iZHVfMGo5MGFkc29

Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu
BLISS events

Mon Jul 28, 2014
7:45pm - 8:45pm  *BLISS Public Speaking Seminar (required for all P/B/P/S students)
[Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/bliss-public?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5lZHVfMG05MG]
Where: Fong Auditorium, Boylston Hall
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Tue Jul 29, 2014
6pm - 8pm  *BLISS Dinner & Distinguished Speaker (Randy Buckner)
Where: Dudley House Private Dining Room
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Thu Jul 31, 2014
7pm - 8:30pm  PRISE Distinguished Speaker - Shah Khoshbin
[Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/prise?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5lZHVfMG05MGFkc]
Where: Sever 113
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Mon Aug 4, 2014
7pm - 9pm  BLISS* Presentation Practicum (required of all P/B/P/S)
[Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/bliss?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5lZHVfMG05MGFkc]
Where: Dudley House Dining Room
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Thu Aug 7, 2014
12pm - 2pm  *BLISS Lunch & Distinguished Speaker (Latanya Sweeney)
[Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/harvard.edu/bliss?hceid=aGFydmFyZC5lZHVfMG05MGFkc]
Where: TBD
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Fri Aug 8, 2014
All day  Last Full Day of Research
Fri Aug 8, 2014 - Sat Aug 9, 2014
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu
BLISS events

Tue Aug 12, 2014

10am - 12pm  *BLISS Presentations - Fellows required, Mentors Encouraged
    Where: CGIS South 050
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

5pm - 9pm  BLISS Mentors & Fellows - PI Thankyou Dinner
    Where: Dudley House
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Wed Aug 13, 2014

10am - 12pm  *BLISS Presentations - Fellows required, Mentors Encouraged
    Where: CGIS South 050
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

12pm - 2pm  *BLISS Fellows Farewell Lunch
    Where: TBD - Fellows' choice (within reason)
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Thu Aug 14, 2014

5:30pm - 8:30pm  *BLISS/P/P/S Final Dinner
    Where: Knafel Center (formerly known as Radcliffe Gym)
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Fri Aug 15, 2014

All day  Move Out
    Fri Aug 15, 2014 - Sun Aug 17, 2014
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu

Sat Aug 16, 2014

All day  Move Out
    Fri Aug 15, 2014 - Sun Aug 17, 2014
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: jmsheph@g.harvard.edu